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INTRODUCTION

Consumer brands are getting left in the digital dust. Without a paid social
strategy, they forever will play catch-up with brand leaders fueling the
enormous social advertising economy, estimated to be $72.09 billion by
the end of 2016 in the U.S. alone (eMarketer). With more volatility in the
Fortune 500 than ever before, the leaders increasingly are a combination
of challenger and established brands that are harnessing rich data and
scale of digital media platforms to drive business. Industry leaders, such
as Neiman Marcus, Camuto Group and Famous Footwear, are deploying
the power of sponsored ads, video ads, promoted tweets and more to
deliver business intelligence, awareness and sales that build the
foundation for a stronger, more competitive brand. It is imperative for
companies still slow to adopt digital media platforms to listen and learn
from these leaders about what really works in paid social, and how to
generate the most ROI and more profitable customer relationships.
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LESSONS
IN PAID SOCIAL:

Turning social media advertising
into real opportunities
When models hit the runway at New York Fashion Week in February
2016, millions of people beyond the Big Apple were drawn to a front
row view of the entire experience via social media efforts of luxury
retailer Neiman Marcus. With a marketing strategy as cohesive, smart
and modern as the fashions it covered that week, this enviable brand
leader ultimately generated 33 million media impressions on media
platforms like Facebook, Snapchat, Twitter, Periscope, and more (see
page 14 for complete story).
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The

spectacular

success

of

this

Instagram, Pinterest, Snapchat, Twitter

campaign proves the marketing results

and

YouTube

attainable through strategic use of paid

effective and efficient in connecting

social platforms and social data as part

with customers, and building brand

of the total marketing mix. U.S. digital

relevance

advertising spend will reach $72.09

audiences. The treasure trove of data

billion by the end of 2016, eclipsing TV

they generate empowers companies to

spending at $71.29 billion (eMarketer).

build deeper, more profitable customer

Sinking millions of dollars into

relationships, connect the dots between

traditional advertising without an

the digital and in-store experience, and

integrated paid social strategy and

drive conversions and revenue. Some

budget can leave marketers empty

of today’s most reputable brands are

handed. Brands adding, or shifting,

taking paid social by the reins and

marketing efforts and dollars toward

achieving

paid social are making investments

awareness, sales and loyalty.

with

are

new

proving

and

impressive

highly

younger

results

in

in a new wave of marketing than can
deliver big payoffs. By using budgets to
test, learn and engage with customers
through paid social, marketers are
deploying social advertising to deliver
targeted

real-time

insights

into

audience segments, customer feedback
and behavior, and what channels
and messages are working (and not
working).
Advertising

on

social,

mobile

and

video platforms such as Facebook,
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RESEARCH
REVEALS KEY
INSIGHTS

and secrets to paid social success
The

CMO

Club,

in

partnership

with

SocialCode,

recently

surveyed marketing executives, heads of marketing and Chief
Marketing Officers (CMOs) to reveal how they are incorporating
paid social into their marketing and allocating those budgets.
We discovered there is notable movement toward paid social in
advertising budgets and strategies, but marketers have a long way
to go. Slightly less than 40% of respondents have a dedicated social
media budget, and only 45% reported an increase in their paid social
budget next year. This leads to lost opportunities to make strides in
connecting with customers throughout the customer journey. We
also spoke candidly with CMOs from industry leading brands about
their wins with paid social. These lessons shine a bright light on what
marketers are missing by short-changing paid social efforts, and what
they can do to get more out of paid social.
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WHAT’S
TRENDING
in social spending

As paid social strategies continue to provide ROI in the form of
data, customer engagement, in-store traffic, and sales, marketing
organizations respond by moving more and more dollars in that
direction. According to SocialCode proprietary research measuring the
paid social activity of hundreds of large consumer brands it services,
several trends emerge:
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BUDGETS ARE INCREASING

VIDEO IS MOVING UP

Leading brands that advertised in

In Q3 2016, video represented 47% of

2015 are increasing their paid social

SocialCode clients’ total spend on

budget on Facebook and Instagram by

Facebook and Instagram, up from

more than 50% in 2016. To put this

33% during the same quarter last year.

phenomenal growth into perspective,
annual paid social budgets in the U.S.

Fig 2: Change In Video Share Of Total Client Spend On Facebook,
Instagram 2015 - 2016
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METRICS ARE SHIFTING
Brands are moving away from a focus
on vanity metrics such as paying for
social media “likes” to measuring true
business objectives, such as brand

In Q2 2016, direct response spending on
Facebook increased 154% compared
to first quarter in 2015. In Q3 2016,
direct response accounted for 80% of
SocialCode’s retail clients’ spend on
Facebook and Instagram, up from 66%
during the same quarter last year.

perception, awareness and sales, which
makes it easier for marketers to justify
the spend.

Fig 3: Change In DR’s Share Of Retail Clients’ Spend On Facebook,
Instagram 2015 - 2016
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PAID SOCIAL

from the CMO perspective
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Seeing these leaps in paid social

to-consumer brands managing

investment, we gauged trends in

annual advertising budgets of

social advertising from a broader

more than $25 million. The survey

sampling of senior marketers

revealed

through the CMO Club. Our

similar to SocialCode’s clients,

research included a survey of 63

but a few results that point to

CMOs, primarily with business-

several missed opportunities.

paid

social

trends

Fig 4: How Will Your Paid Social Budget Change Next Year?

INCREASING, NOT DECREASING
When asked how their advertising
budgets will change next year, 45%
plan to increase their paid social
advertising, while a majority plan to

55%

45%

STAY THE SAME

INCREASE

keep their budget the same as this year.
Notably, not one CMO plans to decrease
their paid social ad budget.
Fig 5: Where Does Your Current Paid Social Advertising
Budget Come From?
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60%

Paid social has clearly earned its

50%

place in marketing budgets. Asked

40%
30%

about where paid social advertising

20%

dollars come from, a combined 92%

10%

of

respondents

cited

“digital/

online marketing budget” (52%) or

0%
Not
Investing...

Radio

TV

Digital /
Online
Marketing

We Have A
Dedicated

“paid social budget” (40%).
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DIGITAL SPEND LEAPFROGS TV

President of Consumer Engagement for

According to eMarketer, digital ad

a large fashion retailer “This allows us to

spending will overtake TV ad spend

pursue video, apps, on demand viewing,

for this first time this year. Our

and other interesting avenues.”

research revealed some marketers are
cannibalizing other budgets to do so:

Fig 6: How Will Your TV Budgets Change Next Year?

8% report sourcing their paid social
activity from TV, radio and other
sources. While only 20% plan to
decrease TV budgets in 2017, some

72%

21%

5%
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STAY THE SAME

DECREASE

cite a simultaneous shift of those dollars
to digital. 73% plan to keep their TV
spend the same. This shift in budget
allows marketers to experiment with
new channels and strategies. “We’ve

INCREASE

been deploying TV dollars to digital and

N/A

social for a very long time,” says the Vice

FULL FUNNEL MISS

Fig 7: Select How You Are Using Paid Social Advertising Today?
Select All That Apply.
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50%

through the rest of the funnel. Only 15%

40%
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Other

missed to turn social insights into real
commerce.
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EXPERIENCE
SPEAKS:

Paid social insights from
brand leaders
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CMO Perspective: Fashion Retailer Employs
Creative To Yield Insights

Moving more TV ad dollars to paid

“It was quite powerful,” says the

social, a leading clothing retailer has

retailer’s Vice President of Consumer

seen firsthand the power of creative to
lure consumers into an innovative and
highly effective paid social campaign.

Engagement. “By connecting with customer
conversations in real time, we were able

The brand created a “phantom TV

to gain valuable insights on what content

network” that used :30 promoted tweets

was delivering the best results -- virtually

to engage with consumers tweeting

impacting every channel, without having to

about trending TV shows where the
retailer was advertising.

make a large TV ad spend.”
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CMO Perspective: Neiman Marcus Makes It
Fashionable To Inform All Marketing With Social

Launching “The Power of the Front

us an immediate two-way dialogue

Row,” an ambitious social advertising

with our customers, allowing us to be

campaign at New York City Fashion

content co-creators,” explains Wanda

Week 2016, put the power of paid

Gierhart,

social front and center. The high-end

Officer with Neiman Marcus Group. “We

retailer brought millions of consumers

responded to their comments on social

into the fashion fold via live video

media by tailoring live video to meet

streams, real-time photos, Snapchat

their requests without missing a beat.”

Stories,

In all, the brand’s paid social campaign

live

streaming

exclusive

backstage interviews, blog posts, and

former

Chief

Marketing

generated:

more. Neiman Marcus was the most
active brand on social media during
the week-long event (275 posts) and
the only luxury retailer to be included
in

Periscope

and

Snapchat

alpha

• 33 million social media impressions
• Positive engagements up 389% over last
year’s NYFW season.

campaigns. The impact was immediate
and widespread. “Live streaming gave
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CMO Perspective: Famous Footwear Test-And-Learn
Approach Unlocks New Opportunities

For a retailer like Famous Footwear,

new strategies, creative and channels,

social media has turned the advertising

gain insights into what works and

playbook inside out over the last five

doesn’t work, and adjust accordingly.

years. No longer able to rely on a mass

“Keep continuing to climb that learning

advertising model, the organization’s

curve every day,” advises Smith.

Chief Marketing Officer Will Smith says,
“Social media forces you to be where
the customer is. So we are constantly

The effort pays off. In a recent promotional

developing strategies to keep up with

social ad campaign, Famous Footwear

them and engage in new and interesting

gained a 1,000% return on its investment,

ways. The more we use social, the

logging 7 million social media impressions.

more insights we gain into consumer
preference for our products. We’re
constantly learning.” Smith advocates
for an experimental approach – test
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CMO Perspective:
Camuto Group Drives Social To Sales

Fashion footwear giant Camuto Group

“Media mix is critical. We sell out of

views paid social as a brand awareness

specific items that we promote both in

builder, but ideally as a bridge to
online and in-store conversion. With
the future of consumer engagement

store and online. How we engage in all
different forms of media is key to driving

taking place in Facebook, Snapchat,

sales, the ultimate metric. Engaging with

Instagram and YouTube, the retailer

your community is only as strong as

seeks to maximize its paid social

your conversion.”

dollars

and

measure

the

bottom

line effectiveness of each platform.
Leah Robert, Chief Communications
&

Strategic

Development

Officer,

of Camuto Group, acknowledges this
often is tied to offline promotional
efforts.
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CMO Perspective: LaQuinta Inns & Suites
Focuses On Channel-Specific Content

Not all social is created equal. “As digital

Turning to YouTube, the hotel chain

and paid social evolves, we have to

engaged in copy testing with Google to

remember the truisms of message,
creativity, frequency and reach,” says
Julie Cary, Chief Marketing Officer of

uncover how an advertising message might
generate more brand searches.

hotelier LaQuinta Inns & Suites. “That
means

adapting

those

principles

to new digital and social channels.”
For

example,

LaQuinta

developed

an innovative TV spot for Hulu with
different endings and rotated the
versions within a program as a way to
keep viewers engaged.
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CASE IN POINT:
Two real-world examples

In addition to our CMO survey and one-to-one interviews, SocialCode
showcases two innovative case studies involving a Fortune 100 financial
brand and a top fashion retailer. Both realized significant results with
paid social.
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Case Study: Making Connections Between In-Store
Sales and Paid Social Advertising

BRAND: Luxury Retailer

50,000 in-store purchases, SocialCode
attempted to match them against

CHALLENGE: The retailer launched

media platform user IDs.

dozens of direct-response campaigns
with SocialCode over the past two

INSIGHTS:

years. Each successfully drove online

matched

sales. However, with the majority of

purchases within a 2-week timeframe

purchases still taking place in-store, the

to identify online users, based solely

brand sought to understand how social

on emails. Armed with this information,

advertising impacts offline sales.

the retailer learned that 67% of in-

SocialCode
upwards

of

successfully
50%

of

all

store sales were made within one
STRATEGY:

connection

day of viewing a digital ad. This was a

between in-store and online consumers

remarkable insight that led to future

and behavior. The brand worked with

paid social investments and a more

SocialCode to integrate its social media

informed global marketing strategy for

platform data with in-store purchase

this luxury brand.

information.

Make

With

the

a

database

of
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Case Study: Social Media Insights Lead to
New Qualified Customers

BRAND: Fortune 100 financial

INSIGHTS: Deploying these insights

services company

led the brand to acquire new qualified
customers using look-alike targeting

CHALLENGE: A top financial services

technology.

brand sought to translate its trove of

used the data to forge co-marketing

audience data into actionable insights.

partnerships with consumer packaged

The

organization

also

goods companies to launch campaigns
THE STRATEGY:
SocialCode
Relationship
data

with

to

The brand tapped
fuse

its

Customer

Management
ID-based

data

across markets globally to targeted
audiences.

(CRM)
from

various media platforms to conduct
an audience analysis and identify
profitable segments, focusing on the
characteristics and online behaviors of
their highest-value customers.
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GETTING MORE
FROM PAID SOCIAL:
Where to begin
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1. Start with a social data strategy.
Brands achieve the highest ROI from

business intelligence to fuse as one.

paid social when they prioritize data

Top brands such as Camuto Group

at the center of their paid social and

take a 360 view of the marketing mix

overall marketing strategy. By defining

and attribution as a compass to future

specific data inputs around audience,

efforts. Wanda Gierhart, former Chief

creative,

business

Marketing Officer with Neiman Marcus

objective, paid social programs can

Group, says, “We look at each paid

yield transformational insights to make

social initiative we use, measure its

marketing continuously smarter. The

effectiveness, then determine where

benefits compound when you apply

we should focus more of our marketing

a top-level data strategy at a brand-

spend.”

platform

and

portfolio level and fuse social platform
data with first-party and third-party
data. Social data is causing media and

2. Tie each campaign to a learning agenda.
Traditionally, marketers try to answer

a series of tests guided by learning

strategic business questions in one test

agendas over a longer period of time

through a single ad campaign, based

(i.e., one year), with each test building

on who their social advertising creative

on the last with unique and specific

is reaching and what the consumer

insights. For LaQuinta, experimenting

relationship

and learning is vital to addressing the

is

with

their

brand.

However, the best learning agendas

challenge of customer engagement.

are structured, patient and logical. This
means that marketers should plan
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“We are putting more dollars toward
experimentation in paid social to drive
engagement and meet our marketing
objectives,” states LaQuinta’s Chief Marketing
Officer Julie Cary. “Test and measure to find
that balance between reach, and targeting to
achieve scale.”

3. Deploy paid social
across the entire marketing funnel.
It is more effective to bring the functions

attribution and impact on sales. Famous

of

branding

Footwear uses social advertising with

together, rather than silo the budgets

their vast CRM database to close the

and strategies. With paid social, brands

loop with existing customers and new

can tell a unified, coherent narrative

acquisitions explains Will Smith, Chief

across platforms at every point of

Marketing Officer, Famous Footwear.

the customer journey. Moreover, this

“Paid social is bringing us closer and

allows marketers to unlock a learning

closer to our customers by allowing us

agenda to reveal insights that enable

to continue the conversation at every

optimization of top-funnel strategies to

stage of the funnel.”

direct

response

and

achieve much higher ROI at the bottom
of the funnel, with better marketing
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4. Invest in video.
“I just think that we’re going to be in a

strategy and production must account

world a few years from now where the

for new variables such as: sound vs.

vast majority of the content that people

silent,

consume online will be video,” said

lengths variety, interactivity, news-feed

Facebook CEO and co-founder Mark

context, and much more. A sound social

Zuckerberg. With paid social trending

advertising strategy must address these

as a must-have in the media mix, so

variables at the forefront, and fuse

too is video tailored for each native

with social data strategy and learning

platform

agendas.

and

experience.

Creative

vertical

vs.

horizontal,

play

5. Always test and innovate.
CMOs must cultivate a team culture that

store and sales measurement. The

embraces continuous paid social testing

world is changing quickly and marketing

and innovation. Media platforms are

organizations must be responsive and

releasing new capabilities and features

opportunistic to capabilities and market

at a rapid pace – from new experiential

shifts that may achieve iterative as well

formats like virtual reality and artificial

as transformative impact.

intelligence, to new targeting and
measurement capabilities such as offline
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BOTTOM LINE:
Paid social works

Even though it is still in its infancy, social media advertising has
quickly proven to be a critical component of any modern marketer’s
roadmap. Brands moving more ad dollars in this direction are seeing
higher returns in customer insights, feedback, brand awareness, and
even sales, than any traditional marketing mix could ever deliver.
As Will Smith of Famous Footwear sums it up, “Everyone’s playbook
has had to change over the last five years. CMOs must adapt or they
will be left behind.”
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ABOUT THE CMO CLUB
The CMO Club is the world’s most
engaged and inspired community of
Senior Marketing Executives who help
each other solve their biggest challenges,
within a candid, trusted, and sharing
environment. Collaboration fueled by
inspiring events and within the Digital
Clubhouse raises the standard for what
is required to be a successful Chief
Marketing Officer.
For more details, please visit
thecmoclub.com.

ABOUT SOCIALCODE
SocialCode is a technology and insights
company

that

provides

tools

and

manages digital advertising for the
world’s

leading

SocialCode

consumer

decodes

human

brands.
needs

to deliver actionable insights from
consumer data on advertising platforms
like Facebook®, Instagram, Twitter,
Pinterest and Snapchat. SocialCode
is the only major social marketing
platform that combines automation
with

a

strategic

solutions

group.

That’s why marketers like Heineken®,
Nestle, Capital One, Reckitt Benckiser,
and Visa trust SocialCode to know
what to do now and what to do next.
Visit socialcode.com to learn more.

